The Laboratory For Child Development
Johns Hopkins University
151 Ames Hall, 3400 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, MD 21218
E-mail: infant.research@jhu.edu
410–516–6068

The Laboratory For Child Development is located on the Homewood Campus of the Johns Hopkins University. The campus is just west of Charles Street, between 29th Street and University Parkway. Our parking spaces are located in the back left corner of Parking Level 1 in the South Garage just off of Wyman Park Drive.

There will be a member of our lab waiting for you at the parking places beginning 5 minutes prior to your appointment time. If you arrive and there is no one there, call our lab from a cell phone (410–516–6068) and someone will come meet you immediately. You will take a ticket when you enter the parking garage and we will provide you with a ticket to exit the parking garage at the end of your appointment to allow you to park in the spaces for free during your visit to our lab.

Driving Directions

NOTE: When creating a Web–based map or using a GPS system to navigate to Homewood, enter the address of the visitor parking garage as:
3101 Wyman Park Drive
Baltimore, Maryland 21211

From I–95 (southbound) or from I–695 (the Baltimore Beltway):
–Take the beltway toward Towson to exit 25.
–Take Charles Street south for about 7 miles (when Charles Street splits a block after Loyola College and Cold Spring Lane, take the right fork).
–After you cross University Parkway, the Homewood campus will be on your right.
–Continue southbound.
–Take a right at the second light, which is Art Museum Drive.
–Just after the Baltimore Museum of Art, turn right at the traffic light onto Wyman Park Drive.
–Continue past both the entrance to and the exit from the semicircular driveway in front of the Mason Hall visitors center.
–Just after the exit from the driveway you will see a sign for Visitor and Museum Parking and a pedestrian crossing, turn right into the South Garage.
–Once in the garage, go straight till the end, and then make a turn left. Keep driving till you get to the very back of the garage (i.e., the back left corner of the garage). Slightly to your left you will see our reserved parking spaces marked Lab for Child Development.

From I–95 (northbound):
–Take exit 53 onto I–395 north toward downtown Baltimore, then take the exit to Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard and follow the directions from Martin Luther King Junior Boulevard below.
**From Maryland 295 (the Baltimore–Washington Parkway):**
- Entering Baltimore, the parkway becomes Russell Street.
- Stay on Russell Street until (with the new M&T Bank Stadium to your right and Oriole Park at Camden Yards looming before you) you reach the right-hand exit marked Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard (look carefully for this; the signs are small).
- This exit will put you very briefly on a service road parallel to Russell Street.
- Stay to the left and take the ramp marked Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard.
- Follow the directions (below) from Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard.

**From Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard:**
- Take MLK Jr. Boulevard north until it ends at Howard Street (remain in one of the middle lanes of King Boulevard to avoid a premature forced right or left turn).
- Turn left at Howard Street and proceed about 2 miles.
- One block past 29th Street, turn left at the traffic light (just before the Baltimore Museum of Art) onto Wyman Park Drive.
- Continue past both the entrance to and the exit from the semicircular driveway in front of the Mason Hall visitors center.
- Just after the exit from the driveway you will see a sign for Visitor and Museum Parking and a pedestrian crossing, turn right into the South Garage.
- Once in the garage, go to the back left corner of Parking Level 1 where you will see our reserved parking spaces marked Lab for Child Development.

**From the Jones Falls Expressway (I–83) southbound:**
- Take the 28th Street exit and go left on 28th Street.
- Turn left on North Howard Street.
- One block past 29th Street, turn left at the traffic light (just before the Baltimore Museum of Art) onto Wyman Park Drive.
- Continue past both the entrance to and the exit from the semicircular driveway in front of the Mason Hall visitors center.
- Just after the exit from the driveway you will see a sign for Visitor and Museum Parking and a pedestrian crossing, turn right into the South Garage.
- Once in the garage, go to the back left corner of Parking Level 1 where you will see our reserved parking spaces marked Lab for Child Development.

If you need more information related to driving directions and parking or would like to view a parking or campus map, please go to: [http://webapps.jhu.edu/jhuniverse/information_about_hopkins/visitor_information/](http://webapps.jhu.edu/jhuniverse/information_about_hopkins/visitor_information/)